
ABSTRACT 

 

Electrification (or now rare and obsolete electrization), carried out in Czechoslovakia 

primarily in the interwar years (1918–1939) has gone down in history as a symbol of 

the construction of a modern independent Czechoslovak state and its democratic 

society, encapsulating its overall, predominantly building, ethos. Electrification was 

based on the expertise, invention and high educational standards of the country’s 

electrical engineering elite that approached this particular task as a fully formed group 

(especially in the period starting from the last third of the 19th century) and as a 

particularly excellently organized one in terms of its professional unions, specialist 

scientific knowledge and potential use of its expertise in industrial plants and 

production centres for electrification.  

 

Its key platform was the Czechoslovak Electrical Engineering Union  (Elektrotechnický 

svaz československý, Czech acronym ESČ, 1919), an association closely cooperating 

with the state authorities, primarily the Ministry of Public Industry and its State Power 

Council, with an agency that represented the country’s vital standardization base and 

which soon grew to be the powerful Czechoslovak Standardization Society 

(Československá normalizační společnost, known under the Czech acronym ČSN, 

1920); the ESČ also cooperated with technical universities and their research centres 

(e.g. the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering attached to 

the Prague Czech Technical University, 1906), with the business sector (chambers of 

trade and commerce, the Central Union of Economic Cooperatives, the Board of 

Electrical Engineers etc.), with testing laboratories (the Electrical Engineering Testing 

Laboratory – Electrical Engineering Testing Institute, 1923/1951) and manufacturing 

plants (which kept growing in proportion to rising demands and out of which mention 

should definitely be made of the Křižík Works Prague, ČKD Prague, the Electrical 

Engineering Factory of the Škoda Works at Doudlevce near Pilsen, the Bartelmus and 

Donát Company in Brno, J. Sousedlík´s Factory in Vsetín and other facilities). All these 

were institutions and facilities with major links to international developments in the 

electrical engineering sectors (primarily in terms of capacity) that succeeded in paving 

the way to the establishment of internationally interconnected electricity grids and 

distribution networks and their local systems. Seen in this light, the ESČ provided for 

the consistent and systematic implementation of Act No. 438 Coll. z. a n. RČS On State 



Support for Systematic Electrification (tabled by the ESČ and passed by 

Czechoslovakia’s National Assembly or Parliament on July 22, 1919) through electric 

utility plants with capital participation of the state itself, municipalities, corporations and 

individuals, and with the support provided to electrification by a great many smaller 

power plants mushrooming at the time of what was non-systematic (headlong) 

electrification at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries and in the early 20th century. 

This process is of great interest from the technological point of view, since it was vital 

– in what was by that time Czechoslovak territory – to promote the transfer of numerous 

novelties in the power industry and to tackle the same number of identical (by now 

standardized) activities connected with local efforts to build essential thermal and 

hydroelectric power plants and their technical facilities, with the construction of 

transmission and distribution networks (the national grid) and with the solution of (end 

user) elements both for ordinary electricity consumers and for municipalities and 

industrial production, agriculture and the tertiary sector. Needless to say, this laid 

extraordinary requirements on Czechoslovakia’s economic readiness to cope with 

these tasks within a limited time period. This process also duly affected security issues, 

since it proved to be crucial to inform the Czechoslovak society, as thoroughly as 

possibly, on the practical use of electric power, as well as social issues because 

people’s everyday life had changed with the extension of the time they now had for 

working and leisure-time activities, including eventual business pursuits.  


